STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Taranaki Thoroughbred Racing
Weather:
Cloudy
Track:
Good 3
Rail:
Out 11 metres
Stewards: G Whiterod Chairman, B Jones, L Tidmarsh
Typist:
K Smart

Date: Friday, 5 February 2016

GENERAL:

SUPPLEMENTARY:
Nil

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:
Suspensions:

Protests:
Fines:
Warnings:
Bleeders:
Horse Actions:
Medical Certificates:
Rider Changes:
Late Scratchings:

SOUTHERN POWER, AIRLIE HOUSE, SMOKE HOUSE BAY, SCOOTA BROWN, LEDBURY,
SEYMOUR, VICTORY DRIVE,
Race 2 J Riddell (BALLYBAY)
Rule 638(1)(d) – shifting ground 150 metres, 8/2 to 14/2/16 inclusive (3
days).
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race

7

INDECENT PROPOSAL (R Levis) – must trial

Race
Race
Race

4
8

BRUNETTE – at 10.10am on veterinary advice
THE POSTIE – at 1pm on veterinary advice

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
SPIERS WIRELINE PATHWAY 1818
VIVE LA DIFFERENCE was slow to begin.
RUNWAY (R Myers) got its head up when being restrained racing into the bend near the 1700 metres.
VIVE LA DIFFERENCE had to be momentarily steadied off the heels of KING NERO near the 350 metres.
NIPPIN lay in down the home straight and had to be straightened.
When questioned R Myers stated that in her opinion RUNWAY may have been feeling the effects of recent
travelling and racing.
Race 2
STELLA ARTOIS 1200M
DEVIL’S HARMONY began awkwardly and settled back.
WHEELER FORTUNE shifted out when over racing near the 800 metres and forced DEVIL’S HARMONY off
line.

The connections of the 5th horse I’M BRONSON viewed video film of the run down the home straight with a
view to protesting against the 2nd placed horse BALLYBAY however elected not to proceed.
J Riddell the rider of BALLYBAY was charged under Rule 638(1)(d) with careless riding when he allowed his
mount to shift ground near the 150 metres checking I’M BRONSON (M Cameron). J Riddell defended the
breach of the rule and after and viewing video footage, the JCA upheld the charge and suspended J Riddell’s
license to ride from the close of racing on 8/2 to 14/2/16 inclusive (3 days).
Race 3
KITCHEN STUDIO 3YO
MACKENZIE KATE jumped outwards from the barriers bumping with RAZORS EDGE.
LADY SUFFRAJETT commenced to over race soon after the start having to be steadied to avoid the heels of
MACKENZIE KATE, shifting inwards and hampering OUR TRIXIE. LADY SUFFRAJETT continued to over race
through the middle stages.
RAZORS EDGE raced three wide without cover throughout.
SMOKE HOUSE BAY and MACKENZIE KATE shifted ground simultaneously and bumped near the 200
metres.
Rider D Bradley reported that LADY SUFFRAJETT had raced erratically throughout proving difficult to
restrain finishing several lengths last. LADY SUFFRAJETT underwent a veterinary examination which
revealed minor lacerations to the inside of the filly’s mouth.
Race 4
THE WATERFRONT HOTEL MDN
RHIZA over raced for some distance in the run to the first bend.
WINTHORPE shifted in under pressure near the 50 metres and brushed against the rail then moved
outwards hampering MARQUATEER, which in turn bumped with RHIZA.
RHIZA lost its near front plate during the running.
Race 5
POWERWORX MDN 1600M
MOONRAKER was slow to begin.
TWILIGHT REBEL jumped outwards from the barriers crowding MY BABY ROCS which lost ground.
THIRTY LOVE was held up entering the final straight until near the 200 metres.
TALLULAH BELLE underwent veterinary inspection after returning to the enclosure with blood around its
mouth which was consistent with the filly having made contact with the gates.
Race 6
NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES 1400 M
SILKYSAND was slow to begin (4 lengths).
MAGIC WONDER and BENOIT were buffeted leaving the barriers between MISS DAISY and ANGELICA ROX
which was taken outwards by LILLY PINS.
WILLBEOKAY and ANGELICA ROX raced wide without cover throughout.
SILKYSAND became awkwardly placed on heels and had to be steadied near the 500 metres.
SHE KNOWS lay inwards across the heels of MANEO INVICTUS near the 250 metres and when being
corrected shifted outwards bumping with MALIBU MISS.
Race 7
GYPSY VERSE shifted out and away from MAGNIFICENT TIME leaving the barriers resulting in INDECENT
PROPOSAL being hampered.
A short distance further on GYPSY VERSE had to be steadied when runners from either side shifted ground.
INDECENT PROPOSAL was under pressure from the 800 metres and continued to lose ground, finishing
several lengths last. The Stewards ordered INDECENT PROPOSAL trial satisfactorily before next racing,
however Trainer R Levis advised the Stewards that INDECENT PROPOSAL would not be persevered with as a
racing proposition.
FUN N’ GAMES shifted in near the 200 metres hampering CHEERS FOR NADIA which had to change ground.
BLINDING FAST was held up for some distance in the home straight and went to the line untested.
Race 8

RAAJ blundered on jumping and was then further hampered when crowded between OSMUNDA and
TAVISTAR which shifted ground.
MIDNIGHT FLYER was slow to begin.
TAVIS STAR (L Hemi) was checked when going into the bend when racing to its outside was
HANDLEMEWITHCARE (D Mo) and PREDATOR (J Riddell). After questioning the three riders concerned and
viewing films, it could not be conclusively established that any one rider was culpable and no further action
was taken.
SHEZASTUNNA shifted out off the heels of NAILED IT near the 1000 metres and forced RAAJ out wider on
the track.

